Bitcoin Fork Cancelled. Trade BTC/USD at Affordable (mini) Prices

Dear Trader,
Please be informed that the Bitcoin hard fork, which was expected to take place on 16th November, has
been suspended due to lack of consensus among the BTC community. This was announced in a statement by
Mike Belshe, one of the leaders of the SegWit2x project and CEO of BitGO, a company for Bitcoin wallet
software.
The statement also noted that the hard fork may take place in future if greater unity is achieved within the
BTC community.
With regard to that, effective now, short positions in Bitcoin USD (BTC/USD) are again being accepted on
our trading platform.

More Trading Opportunities: miniBitcoin USD

We are also increasing your trading opportunities by adding Mini CFDs on Bitcoin USD
(miniBTC/USD) to our selection of cryptocurrencies.
They work just like the mini index CFDs on our platform and can be traded at approximately
1/10th (10%) of the price of the standard Bitcoin USD.
This new addition to our range of markets is designed to give retail clients with smaller account
sizes the opportunity to take both long and short positions in Bitcoin, which is becoming more and
more popular among traders.
You can buy/sell miniBitcoin USD at 20% margin, $5 target spread and no commissions - with a
maximum position size of 50 CFDs. So, as of now, you can trade one miniBTC/USD contract for
under $150. See the full trading conditions here.
Read more about trading cryptocurrencies with DF Markets or log in to your account to start
trading now.
Kind regards,
DF Markets
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